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Getting the most out of your Microsoft Teams investment means 
matching with the best possible communication tools – because 
ultimately, Bad Audio is Bad Business. Our Microsoft Teams Certified 
headsets and speakerphones let users communicate with plug n’ 
play simplicity and with proven compatibility in EPOS headsets that 
are designed and crafted with high-quality materials and built to 
last. Providing the perfect balance of excellent audio and comfort.

EPOS headsets and speakerphones have been fully tested to ensure 
compatibility with Microsoft Teams and Microsoft® Office 365. You can 
simply answer or end calls, adjust volume, or mute calls through the 
headset or speakerphone’s call control features. Furthermore for our 
ADAPT headsets and EXPAND speakerphones there is a dedicated 
Teams button and the light on the Teams button will remind you if you 
are late for a meeting, have a missed voice mail or telephone call – 
pressing the Teams button will take you to the right place.

With EPOS Teams certified devices you can expect to get trouble 
free audio performance for both you and far participants of your 
call. Our products also ensures excellent comfort for all Contact  
Centers, Offices and Unified Communication Professionals.

Try and buy with our evaluation program
EPOS’ professional trial program gives you the opportunity to 
experience a full range of headsets and speakerphones before you 
decide on the best solutions for your businesses.

For more information or to enroll in the program, please visit:
eposaudio.com/try

The EPOS  
and Microsoft  

cooperation

We develop premium solutions that 
deliver excellent audio experiences 
so individuals and teams can reach 
their goals and perform better
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In a world where time is money, flawless, 
intuitive communication and effortless 
collaboration is essential for success. 

 - In the office, on-the-go or at home 

 -  In conference collaborations  
or during business travel

At EPOS, we innovate and craft technologies  
that aim to improve your communication 
and collaboration, empowering you to 
increase productivity and focus. To unleash 
your potential and achieve more.

Bad Audio is 
Bad Business
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ADAPT Line
Premium headsets 

Work wherever, whenever

Demand audio experiences you can 
personalize, powered by EPOS AI™  
– technology that adapts to your sound 
environment and boosts working performance. 
Communicate and concentrate according to 
your working needs with flawless calls and 
Adaptive ANC. 

The ADAPT Line is inspired by you, and your 
versatile needs as a busy professional. 
Beyond business calls, we offer a variety of 
comfortable, contemporary designs. So, 
whether in the office or on-the-go our 
headsets match your needs and the way 
you work.

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/adapt 
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-  Maximize focus and productivity anywhere with a 
headset powered by EPOS AI™ for personal audio with 
superb call clarity, stereo sound and adaptive ANC. 
Enjoy a unique Microsoft Teams solution with machine 
learning enhanced microphone performance.

-  Superb call clarity powered by EPOS AI™

-  Regain concentration anytime, anywhere

-  Ensure clear calls with Microsoft Teams certified 
solution

-  EPOS Voice™ technology for listening to  colleagues 
without removing the headset.

- Benefit from 30 hours of battery life

- Designed for mobile workers

-  Fold flat design with rotating ear cups to switch  
on and off

-   Cut through the noise and make your presence felt 
with a headset that keeps you productive in open 
offices, or on the move. Get clearer calls with the 
discreet boom arm for excellent speech intelligibility 
and use ANC in noisy situations to focus.

- Get clearer calls on demand

-  Concentrate anytime, anywhere with ANC

-  Ensure clear calls with Microsoft Teams certified 
solution

- Enjoy comfort and convenience

-  Launch Microsoft Teams instantly with the dedicated 
button for Microsoft Teams via BTD 800 USB dongle

-  EPOS Voice™ technology enables you to interact 
without removing the headset

- Up to 46 hours battery life

-  Reliable performance wherever and however you work

-   Store easily with portable carry case Compact carry 
case includes USB dongle and USB-C cable

-   Keep moving, stay focused and be productive with 
an in-ear, neckband headset that delivers rich, natural 
sound and ANC whether at work or commuting. Tune 
into clear business calls anywhere, with a vibrating 
neckband so you’ll never miss a call.

- Boost your productivity with ANC

-  Clear business calls – Microsoft Teams solution

- Enjoy superior comfort and fit

-  Stay connected to your favorite devices

-  EPOS Voice™ technology for listening to colleagues 
without removing the headset

-  Stay focused with ANC that reduces background noise, 
helps you concentrate in busy open offices and boosts 
productivity on-the-go. Ensure clear business calls 
with a solution certified for Microsoft Teams and switch 
easily between devices as you multitask.

- Concentrate in noisy environments

- Ensure clear calls with certified solution

- Switch effortlessly between your favorite devices

- Enjoy stylish, comfortable design

- High-quality stereo sound and reliable performance

EPOS Wireless
Bluetooth® Headsets

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/adapt 

ADAPT 600 Series ADAPT 500 Series ADAPT 400 Series ADAPT 300 Series
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Stay agile,  
achieve more

The “Red Dot” is a prestigious award for 
high design quality. This sought after, world 
renowned design award is only given to 
outstanding products. We are delighted to 
announce that this year the independent 
jury, made up of international experts from all 
sectors of the global design industry, awarded 
a Red Dot to the ADAPT 560 headset
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IMPACT Line
Headset solutions

When talk matters

Whatever your line of business, clear
and seamless communication is essential
for your success. We created this line of 
premium audio tools specifically for dynamic 
offices where professionals spend long 
durations on the phone, or for busy work 
environments where background noise 
can often be an issue. Based on decades 
of EPOS’ industry leadership, the IMPACT 
product line is designed and crafted with 
superior materials that are ergonomically 

comfortable to wear, ensure perfect twoway   
speech intelligibility, and are fully compatible 
with all your devices and systems. Every 
model delivers rich and natural audio during 
calls, with EPOS innovations that filter out 
unwanted noise, clarify speech, and deliver an 
enhanced audio experience for both speaker 
and listener. As a result, the IMPACT product 
line improves productivity and efficiency, and 
enables you to deliver an excellent customer 
experience.  

EPOS Wireless
Bluetooth® Headset

 – Ensure high-quality communication with the premium 
Bluetooth® headset that complements your dynamic 
working style – in the office and on-the-go

 – The IMPACT MB Pro Series delivers natural audio 
experiences with EPOS VoiceTM technology

 – Optimized speech with an ultra noise-cancelling 
microphone

 – EPOS SoundTM technology reduces listener fatigue 
and boosts user comfort

 – Multi-point connectivity with two Bluetooth® devices 
connected simultaneously and up to 25 m/82 ft 
wireless range

 – Up to 15 hours’ talk time for all-day use

 – Mute, adjust volume and answer/end calls easily

 – Easy headset docking in between calls with magnetic 
charge interface

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/impact 

IMPACT MB Pro Series
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IMPACT 600 Series IMPACT 600 Mobile Series

-  Benefit from outstanding audio in dynamic office 
spaces with the premium wired IMPACT 600 Series. 
You get reliable, high-quality design with a headset 
crafted to perfection and easy call handling to boost 
your productivity

- Certified for Microsoft Teams

– Integrated call control and USB connector

– Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants

–  ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic 
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

- Outstanding sound for perfect speech clarity

- Enjoy high-quality design and craftsmanship

- Handle calls seamlessly and conveniently

- Easy to store and portable

- Exceptional wearing comfort

-  SC 600 Mobile Series are premium wired headsets 
with both 3.5 mm jack and USB connectivity

–  Certified for Microsoft Teams

–  Detachable USB cable and smart in-line call control

–  Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants

-  ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic 
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

EPOS Wired  
Headsets

IMPACT 200 Series IMPACT 100 Series

-  Maintain energy and focus with clear communication 
between you and your listener and enjoy robust wired 
headsets with all-day comfort. In busy contact centers 
these headsets are both reliable and user-friendly.

-   Certified for Microsoft Teams

– Integrated call control and USB connector

– Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants

–  ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic 
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

-  Enjoy more natural-sounding conversations and great 
quality audio with headsets designed for enterprises 
introducing Unified Communications. Experience the 
difference unique EPOS technology can make to your 
efficiency and well-being.

 - Certified for Microsoft Teams

–  Integrated call control and USB connector

–  Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants

–  ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic 
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/impact 
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EXPAND Line 
Meeting solutions

Seamless collaboration

Some meetings simply can’t wait. With the
EXPAND Line, your team can set up
conference calls seamlessly and instantly,
with easy-to-connect speakerphones that
are simple and intuitive to manage, and
configure themselves automatically with all
your devices. EPOS craftsmanship is known
around the world for quality, reliability, and
superior materials – built into sleek and
compact designs that perfect the essentials, 
without any unnecessary parts or buttons.

Designed for personal and shared use, at 
the office and on-the-go, the EXPAND Line 
gives you the freedom to turn any space into 
a hassle-free virtual meeting room, anywhere 
in the world. Discover the EXPAND Line of 
collaboration tools designed for permanent 
setups as well as portable use. Intuitive and 
exceptionally easy to use, every solution 
is designed and crafted to perfection with 
best-in-class voice pick-up, guaranteeing 
outstanding sound for you, your team, and 
your customers.
    

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/expand 
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What does the Microsoft Teams button mean?

As a Microsoft Teams certified device 
you can expect get trouble free audio 
performance for both you and far participants 
of your call. In addition, the speakerphone 
offers a new one-touch interface for working 
with Microsoft Teams.

The light on the Microsoft Teams button 
will remind you if you are late for a meeting, 
have a missed voice mail or telephone call 

– pressing the Microsoft Teams button will 
take you to the right place. Wherever you 
and your colleagues are, enjoy instant, high-
quality conferencing with a portable, wireless 
speakerphone for today’s mobile workforce. 

    

Unite
your team

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/expand

EXPAND 80 Mic

 – For larger meetings attach up to two expansion 
microphones for a Microsoft Teams certified experience 

 – Four beamforming microphones

 – Smart cable management for professional, stylish 
meetings

 – Plug-and-play conferencing

 – Statement Scandinavian design

 EXPAND 30 Series EXPAND 80 Series

-  Portable wireless Bluetooth® speakerphone for instant 
conferencing anywhere

–  Exceptional audio performance for conference calls, 
music and multimedia

– Personal conferencing or up to 8 participants

– Multi-point connectivity with up to three devices

– Connectivity via Bluetooth® or USB-C

– Certified for Microsoft Teams

 – Scalable Bluetooth® speakerphone

 – EPOS Voice™

 – Six adaptive, beamforming microphones

 – Utra-low distortion speaker in a unique patent pending 
suspended speaker box

 – Sound-enhancing fabric by Kvadrat with  
a premium, minimalist aesthetic

 – One touch access to Microsoft Teams
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Comparison overview 
Wireless Bluetooth® Headsets

 *  In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)

ADAPT  
660 

ADAPT  
560 

ADAPT  
460T

ADAPT  
360 

IMPACT  
MB Pro 2 UC ML

IMPACT  
MB Pro 1 UC ML

Art. no. 1000200 1000207 1000204 1000209 506046 506043

Connectivity

Softphone/PC • • • • • •

Mobile phone • • • • • •

Tablet • • • • • •

Multi-point connectivity • • • • • •

Features

EPOS ActiveGard® technology • • • • • •

Noise at work (EC directive)* • • • •

Noise-cancelling microphone • • • •

Ultra noise-cancelling microphone • •

Multimedia • •  • • • •

SpeakFocus™ technology •

WindSafe™ technology •

Adaptive Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) •

ANC (On/Off) • • • •

TalkThrough™ technology • • • •

Room ExperienceTM technology •

Wearing style

Single-sided headset •

Double-sided headset • • • • •

Headband • • • • •

Neckband •
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Comparison overview 
Wired Headsets

IMPACT  
SC 665  

USB  

IMPACT  
SC 635  

USB 

IMPACT  
SC 660

ANC USB 

IMPACT  
SC 630
USB ML 

IMPACT  
SC 260
USB MS 

IMPACT  
SC 230
USB MS 

IMPACT  
SC 60

USB ML

IMPACT  
SC 30

USB ML 

Art. no. 507257 507254 508311 504552 506483 506482 504547 504546

Environments

Medium noise • • •

High noise • • • • •

Connectivity

Softphone/PC • • • • • • • •

Mobile phone • •

Tablet • •

Features

EPOS ActiveGard® technology • • • • • • • •

Noise At Work (EC directive)* • • • • • • • •

Noise-cancelling microphone • • • •

Ultra noise-cancelling microphone • • • •

Multimedia & music listening • • •

Software upgrade support • • • • • • • •

Wearing style

Single-sided headset • • • •

Double-sided headset • • • •

Headband • • • • • • • •

Compatibility

EPOS Headset Compatibility Guide is a tool to help you find EPOS solutions 
(headsets and/or connectors) that works with your device(s).

Do you need help choosing, or need assistance setting up your product? If so, 
please visit: eposaudio.com/enterprise/technology/compatibility-guide

 *  In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)

Comparison overview 
Speakerphones

 (•) Up to 8 participants
 ((•)) Available as additional accessory
 * Via included USB-C to USB-A adapter
 ** When connected via USB-C performance is device dependant 

EXPAND  
SP 30T

EXPAND  
80T

Art. no. 1000225 1000203

Connectivity

Bluetooth® • •

USB •* •*

USB-C • •

NFC • •

Devices

Softphone/PC • •

Mobile phone •** •**

Tablet •** •**

Workspace & size

Own desk (1 participant) •

Personal rooms (1 participant) •

Huddle/small rooms (2-6 participants) • •

Mid sized meeting rooms (6-12 participants) (•) •

Large meeting rooms (12+ participants) •

Microphones

Two noise echo cancelling microphones •

Beamfoaming microphones 2 6

Features

USB dongle • •

Multimedia and music listening • •

Conferencing across devices • •

Kensington lock support •

EXPAND 80 Mic ((•))

Design

Kvadrat fabric •

Stainless steel •
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EPOS Group A/S 
Industriparken 27  

2750 Ballerup, Denmark
eposaudio.com

THE POWER OF AUDIO


